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• An overview of avian interactions with electrical facilities 

including:
– Introduction to the Issue

– Electrocution Basics

– Electrocution Solutions

– Nests

– Construction Activities

– Vegetation management on Rights-of-Way

– Avian Protection Plans

Objectives

Red-tailed hawk 



Introduction to the Issue

APLIC

APLIC Resources

Outages and Reliability



• Avian Power Line Interaction Committee

• Mission Statement

– Since the late1980s, APLIC has lead the electric utility industry in protecting 

avian resources while enhancing reliable energy delivery

– APLIC brings together the utility industry, wildlife resource agencies, 

conservation groups, members of the public, and manufacturers of avian 

protection products to:

• Develop & provide educational resources

• Identify and fund research

• Develop & provide cost-effective management options

• Serve as the focal point for avian/electric utility issues

What is APLIC?



• 2005 – Avian Protection Plan 

(APP) Guidelines

– Joint effort between APLIC and 

USFWS

– Allow utilities to tailor a plan 

that will best fit their needs 

while furthering the 

conservation of avian species 

and improving reliability and 

customer service

– 12 Guiding Principles

Current APLIC Guidance Documents



• 2006 – Suggested Practices for Avian Protection on Power Lines: 

State of the Art in 2006
– 4th Edition

– Focus on all protected migratory birds

– Inclusion of APP Guidelines

– Added chapter on regulations

and permits

– Updated engineering drawings

and literature review

– Spanish translation

– Available as electronic or paper copy

Current APLIC Guidance Documents



• 2012 - Reducing Avian Collisions with Power Lines: The State of the 

Art in 2012 
– 2nd Edition

– Includes current research, field 

experience, and methods

– Includes APP Guidelines

– Added chapter on regulations

and permits

– Available as electronic or 

paper copy

Current APLIC Guidance Documents



• 2014 – Developing Power Pole Modification Agreements For 

Compensatory Eagle Mitigation For Wind Energy Projects 
– Guidance document to clarify practical 

application of pole retrofitting as mitigation 

under the USFWS eagle take permit process

– For electric utilities and wind companies

– Key Considerations

– Checklist Outline & Flowchart

– Excel checklist template

Current APLIC Guidance Documents



• Background information on APLIC 

• Background on the issues 

• Links to member websites

• APLIC guidance documents

• Working group information

• Upcoming events

• Members-only section

& blog

• Also on Twitter

– Tweet us @APLIC_EEI

APLIC Website www.aplic.org



• Causes of bird outages

– Electrocutions

– Nests

– Collisions

– Flocks flushing causes 

galloping

– Dropped prey items

– Streamers

– Accumulation of 

excrement/contamination

• Costs associated with bird-

related outages

– Lost revenue

– Power restoration

– Equipment repair

– Service outages

– Negative public perception

– Reduced system reliability

– Legal fees for liability 

Bird-caused Outages / Reliability 

Red-tailed hawk



• Tracking outages allows a utility to:

– Identify and rank problem areas

– Quantify impact of birds on power reliability

– Justify costs associated with bird protection efforts

– Target retrofitting efforts

– Evaluate the effectiveness

of bird protection practices

Monitoring Outages/Data Collection

Rough-legged hawk



Electrocution Basics

Engineering Factors

Biological Factors

Environmental Factors



• Electrocution can occur when a bird simultaneously 

touches:

– Two energized phases (phase-to-phase), or

– An energized phase and a grounded conductor or equipment 

(phase-to-ground)

Engineering Factors
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Rough-legged hawk 



Examples of Configurations that Pose an 

Electrocution Risk

Rough-legged hawk Red-tailed hawk 

Ferruginous hawk 

Ferruginous hawk 



• Most electrocutions occur on poles with transformers or 

other equipment due to the close separations between 

energized and grounded parts

Equipment Poles



• Body size

– Larger birds can more easily bridge distances when perched, 

landing, or taking off from power poles

Biological Factors

Ferruginous hawk 



Skin-to-Skin Contact

Golden eagle



• APLIC recommends phase-to-phase and phase-to-ground separations based 

on skin-to-skin measurements of golden eagles

• This avian-safe standard recommends 60 inch horizontal separation and 40 

inch vertical separation

• Utilities may modify APLIC recommendations to meet their local needs:

– In areas without eagles, separations may be based on large hawks or owls

– In areas with colonial waterbirds, vertical separations may be increased

– In areas with California condors, vertical and horizontal separations may be increased

Avian-safe Separations



• Species 

– See 2006 Suggested Practices

• Summary data from various studies

– Eagles

– Falcons

– Hawks

– Osprey

– Waterbirds

– Owls

– Vultures

– Corvids

– Songbirds

Biological Factors

Golden eagle

American kestrel

Swainson’s hawk 

Harris’ hawk 

Osprey



• Age

– Juveniles vs. Adults

• Nesting Season

– Spring/Summer vs. Fall/Winter

• Behavior

– Two or more birds

– Long prey or construction items

• Avian Use of Poles

– Perching, nesting, shading, etc.

Biological Factors

Juvenile red-tailed hawk 



• Habitat

– Open areas

• Concentrations of 

prey/food availability

– Attract predators

• Weather

– Wind

– Wet

Environmental Factors 

Double-crested cormorant

White-tailed jackrabbit



• Morley Nelson’s Research
– Dry feathers – no current through dry feather at 70kV

• Feather acts as an insulator

• Electrocution can occur from wrist to wrist 

– Wet feathers – burned at 5 to 7kV

• Feather acts as a conductor

• Electrocution can occur from wingtip to wingtip

Environmental Factors

Skin-to-skin 

contact
Contact with 

dry feathers

Contact with

wet feathers

100 times

less risk

10 times

more risk



• Obvious 

– Damaged equipment

– Fire

• Subtle

– Repeat line trips

Identifying Evidence of Electrocution: 

Engineering



• Obvious 

– Burn marks, singed 

feathers, damage to 

or loss of feet and/or 

talons

• Subtle

– Exit wounds

– Burnt Odor

Identifying Evidence of Electrocution: 

Biological



• Not all bird mortalities below 

power lines are electrocutions

– Shooting, poisoning, road 

mortality

– Some birds may show no visible 

external signs of electrocution, 

and can require a necropsy to 

identify cause of death

• Evidence of shooting

– Sheared feathers, shattered 

bones, spattered blood, bullet 

wounds

Identifying Evidence of Electrocution: 

Environmental



• Biological and Environmental Factors often linked

– Habitat, prey availability, ubiquitous species, weather, etc. are 

interconnected

• Overlapping of various of these two factors with 

engineering design can increase electrocution risk

Electrocution Factors



Electrocution Solutions

Solutions

Products

Considerations



• Suggested Practices offers guidance, not requirements

• Utilities should check for specific local and state 

requirements

• Isolate or Insulate

– Provide appropriate separation (isolate)

– Cover with appropriate bird protection materials (*insulate*)

*NOT FOR HUMAN PROTECTION*

Introduction



• Electrocution Module

Avian Electrocution Risk:

Design Scenarios

http://www.power-viz.com/aplicV4/


• Various types and manufacturers of cover-up materials

• Intended for incidental contact by birds and animals

• Covers should be installed per manufacturer’s instructions 

to prevent tracking or covers blowing off

• NOT FOR HUMAN PROTECTION

Avian Protection Products



• Insulator covers

– Allow birds to safely perch on crossarm by 

covering energized conductor(s)

– Proper installation

• Bushing caps

– Cover bushings of transformers, capacitors, 

or regulators

– Proper installation

– All energized bushings should be covered

• Arrester caps

– Cover tops of lightning arresters

– Proper installation

– All arresters should be covered due to 

potential for phase-ground contact

Avian Protection Products



• Insulators are designed to “self-clean” with the help of nature - rain 

and wind

– Only the conductive top portion of the insulator or bushing should be covered

– The insulator skirts should remain exposed, not only to “self-clean”, but also 

so line workers can inspect the condition of the insulator prior to safely 

working on the structure

Proper Installation

Cover only the 

conductive top 

portion of the 

insulator!

Leave the skirts of the 

insulator exposed, to 

be cleaned with rain 

and wind – as 

designed. 



• Cutout covers

– Cover tops of fused cutouts

– Should not interfere with use of 

load-break tool

– Proper installation

• Hose 

– Installed over bare wire

– Various styles, including split and 

non-split tubing

– Proper installation

– Hot stick installation tool for split 

hose

Avian Protection Products



• Covered conductor

– No additional covering 

needed on these jumpers

– Available as solid or braided 

copper (#2, #4, #6)

– Reduces risk of gaps in 

covering

– May be more practical for 

new construction

Avian Protection Products



• Perch discouragers

– Intended to manage where birds perch:

– Discouraging perching in electrocution risk 

locations 

– Must provide alternative, safe perch sites

– Not intended to eliminate perching on a line

– Proper installation is very important

• Perches

– Can be installed to provide additional perching 

opportunities, particularly near nests or near perch 

discouragers

– Birds do not always perch on the tallest part of the 

pole.

– Do not prevent electrocutions, install cover-up

– May contribute to fecal contamination of insulators

Avian Protection Products



• Framing on high side (typically 115kV 

or above) often provides sufficient 

spacing

• Coverings and barriers available for 

low side

• Installing cover-up materials or 

barriers when adequate separation 

cannot be achieved

– Phase-to-phase and phase-to-ground

– Eagle electrocutions in substations rare, 

separations should reflect appropriate 

species

Substations



• Considerations when retrofitting substations:

– Costs of materials and labor

– Can an outage be taken?  Will a mobile substation be needed (costly)?  Can switching be 

done?  Are there times of year when an outage or switching is more feasible?

– Many substation parts and cover-up materials are not “one size fits all” and may require 

modifications

– Manufacturers typically offer installation guidance

Substations



• Covers should be 

installed between first 

(top) and second skirts 

of bushings

– Do not cover entire 

bushing!

• Cut openings so that 

covers fit snug

– Large openings can create 

nest problems!

Cover Installation Tips



Substation Retrofitting Example: Before



Substation Retrofitting Example: After



Nests

Species Frequently Encountered

Advantages and Disadvantages: Nesting on Poles

Controlled Nesting



• Numerous bird species nest on or 

in transmission structures, 

distribution poles, and substations

• Loss of natural nesting substrates 

can move raptors to utility poles

• Raptor Example

– Bald eagle

• Large, elevated, stick nests

• The 2004 hurricanes in Florida destroyed 

many of the trees

• Nesting on power poles increased in 

subsequent seasons

Species

© Helen Swanson
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• Raptor Example

– Osprey

• Large, elevated, apex, stick nests

• Utility poles “look” similar to natural 

nesting substrate (e.g. dead tree, 

rock outcrop)

• Commonly nests on poles and other 

man-made structures throughout 

range

• Readily accepts nest platforms

Species



• Corvids

– Common and Chihuahuan

ravens

– Stick nest, commonly on 

crossarms or tucked behind or 

beside equipment (unlike 

osprey)

– Constructed rapidly

• Waterbirds

– Double-crested cormorant, 

great blue heron, Canada 

goose

Species

Double-
crested 
cormorant

Common raven

Great blue heron



• Small Birds

– Eastern and western kingbirds

– Scissor-tailed flycatcher

– Woodpeckers

– Mourning dove

– Monk parakeet

– House sparrows, starlings (if 

cavities present) 

Species

House sparrow

Mourning dove

Western bluebird



• Small Bird Example

– Woodpeckers

• Can cause significant 

damage to poles

• Metal mesh, composite, or 

steel poles may be used to 

prevent woodpecker 

damage, but can increase 

electrocution risk

• Avian protection devices 

(e.g., covers) should be used 

in conjunction with these 

woodpecker prevention 

measures

Species

© Jerry Liguori

Acorn woodpecker

Northern flicker

Pileated Woodpecker



• Small Bird Example

– Monk parakeet
• Native to South America; introduced to U.S. in 1960s through pet trade

• Escaped birds have established populations in North America

• Not protected by MBTA

• Can have several pairs to over 50 pairs on poles or substations

• Nests can cause power reliability, safety, fire risks

Species

© Florida Power & Light © Florida Power & Light



• USFWS memo in 2003 clarified MBTA and nest destruction (see pg. 

193 of Suggested Practices)

– Illegal to collect, possess, or transfer possession of nests

– MBTA does not prohibit or require permit for destruction of inactive nests (no eggs or 

young) of most species, provided that no possession occurs

• Nests of eagles and threatened and endangered species are protected under 

BGEPA and ESA

Protection of Nests



• Advantages

– Protection from nest predators; can aid populations of sensitive species

• Disadvantages

– Disturbance from maintenance activities may result in a ‘take’ or limit 

maintenance actions

– Potential power reliability impacts, outages

– Fires

– Safety risks to line personnel or public

– Risk to chicks or adults

– Electrocution

– Entanglement

Bird Nests on Power Poles: Advantages and 

Disadvantages



• Benefits

– Can be used when new 

nest pole cannot be 

erected (e.g., due to lack 

of ROW)

• Drawbacks

– Nest material may fall 

onto conductors, possibly 

causing outages, fires or 

electrocutions

Nest Platforms on Existing Poles



• Can use new or recycled poles

• Benefits

– Keeps nest material off electrical facilities 

and reduces risk of associated outages

• Drawbacks

– May require additional ROW and/or 

landowner permission

– Cost of new pole and installation

– Natural resource surveys, sensitive 

species areas, agency permissions

Nest Platforms on Non-energized Poles



• Morley Nelson eagle 

nest platform

• Osprey nest platforms

• Nest platform for osprey 

and other hawks

• Wood palette nest 

platform

• Pre-made or 

manufactured nest 

platforms or tubs can be 

purchased

Types of Nesting Platforms



• Obtain appropriate state and federal 

permits

– Identify species and whether nest is active 

(eggs and young present) or inactive

• If possible, conduct nest management 

during nonbreeding season or prior to 

egg laying

• Adding sticks or existing nest (contact 

USFWS if relocating existing nest) to 

new platform will make it more 

attractive to birds

• Replace double wooden arms with 

single fiberglass arm

– Decrease buildable surface area

Guidance for Installing Nest Platforms



• Discourage nesting on original 

nest pole

– Corrugated pipe or PVC tubing 

bolted or banded to crossarm

– Install padmount equipment 

markers

– Perch discouragers should not be 

mounted in two rows on double 

arms, as this can create substrate 

that holds nesting material

– Plastic pipe mounted over 

crossarm

• Effectiveness may be variable

Guidance for Installing Nest Platforms



• Ensure that adjacent poles are 

avian-safe

– Poles near nests can receive heavy 

use from adult birds and fledglings

• Discretion should be used when 

placing nest platforms near sites 

with sensitive prey species

Guidance for Installing Nest Platforms

Common raven

Burrowing owl

Osprey 
& 

Great blue heron



• Consider Personnel Safety

– Safety Gear

• Masks

• Eye Protection

• Hand Sanitizer

– Nests can be full of 

interesting things!

• Bones  sharp fragments

• Metal  barbwire, baling wire

• Insects  bees, wasps, 

spiders

Guidance for Installing Nest Platforms



Construction Activities

Checklists

Planning

Minimization

Mitigation



• Construction of new facilities, rebuilds, or upgrades of existing 

facilities may impact avian species

• Efforts can be implemented to minimize these impacts

• Identify environmental concerns during project planning stage

– An “environmental checklist” can be used as tool to aid in project planning

– Means of informing company’s Environmental Services Department of new 

projects

– Early in project development; “kickoff” meetings 

Construction Activities



• Land ownership 

• Wetlands

• Ground disturbance

• Access roads

• SWPPP

• Special status species

• Big game winter range

• Known nest locations

• Permit requirements

• Cultural resources

Environmental Checklist



• Project Siting
– Line/route siting to avoid 

sensitive habitats or species 
as feasible

• Project Design
– Avian-safe standards

• Post Construction

– Habitat reclamation

Project Planning: Minimizing Avian Impacts



• Environmental Baseline
– Review of existing data

• Use data to identify seasonal and 
spatial construction restrictions

• Define type and duration of 
construction activities requiring 
restrictions

• Example: state heritage databases, 
land management agency 

– Avian surveys
• Raptor nests

• Sage-grouse leks

• T&E/sensitive species surveys

– Avoidance and minimization 
measures

Project Planning: Minimizing Avian Impacts



• Construction Monitoring
– Environmental planning documents provide commitment

– Biological monitors

• Construction Buffers
– Specific buffers may be developed at the project level 

• Common Agency Mitigation Recommendations
– Undergrounding lines (burying)

– Use of perch discouragers

– Additional mitigation for special status species

– Habitat improvements or compensatory mitigation

Mitigation for Avian Species



• Cost and construction time 

increases

– Utilities dictated by public service 

commissions (investor-owned utilities) or 

members (electric cooperatives) to 

provide low cost service  

• Feasibility and longevity decreases

– The higher the voltage the greater the 

decrease

• Ground disturbance during 

installation and maintenance can be 

of concern in wetlands and critical 

or sensitive habitats

Undergrounding Lines



• Perch discouragers DO NOT 

prevent perching!

• They are intended to discourage 

perching in the electrocution risk 

zones and to encourage the 

birds to perch in a safer location

Perch Discouragers



• NESC clearances

• Longevity

• Impalement

• May increase electrocution risk

• Maintenance

• Crews working around deterrents

• Impossible to prevent perching on 

lattice transmission

• May aid in the accumulation of nest 

material

• Birds can perch on static; can perch on 

very thin substrates (e.g., tree 

branches)

Perch Discouragers: Concerns



• Take Home

– None of the perch discouragers 

were effective in preventing 

raptors or corvids from 

perching on poles; perch 

duration was shortened

– Higher rates of nesting and 

electrocution on poles with 

discouragers

– Birds will perch on untreated 

adjacent lines

• Results from four primary studies: Utah 

State University (Prather and Messmer), 

Falcon to Condor 345-kV (Lammers and 

Collopy), HawkWatch International, and 

PacificCorp Data Collection

Perch Discouragers: Effectiveness Studies 



• Few existing frameworks for consistent, 
measureable, and meaningful 
quantitation of impacts
– Habitat Equivalency Analysis

– Additional Data Required

– Accurate baseline data

– Quantitative impacts vs. qualitative impacts

– What are the actualized benefits of proposed 
mitigations?

• Additional research is needed
– Studies to determine impacts of projects on 

sensitive species

– Effectiveness of various mitigation efforts

– Development of Best Management Practices 
(BMPs) for electric utilities in special status 
species habitats

Mitigation for Special Status Species or 

Habitat



Vegetation Management

Compliance

Risk Assessment

Active Nest Protection Measures



• Compliance

– FERC/NERC Standards

– Laws and Regulations

• Service Reliability

• Fire Prevention

• Public Safety

• How can utilities protect nests?

Why Do Utilities Trim Trees?

Seattle City Light

SMUD



• North American Electric Reliability Commission(NERC)

– Vegetation Management Standard FAC-003-3 includes requirements in order to: 

• Prevent outages from vegetation on and adjacent to transmission rights-of-way (ROW)

• Maintain minimum clearances between transmission lines and vegetation on or along ROW

• Report vegetation-related outages

• Prepare and maintain an updated transmission vegetation management program

• Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)

– Approved the NERC Vegetation Management Rules

• Distribution lines are under the authority of State Utility Regulatory 

Commissions

Compliance: FERC/NERC Requirements



• All state and federal wildlife laws are applicable to 

utility vegetation management operations 

• Migratory Bird Treaty Act

• The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act 

• The Endangered Species Act

• State regulations vary – check with local agency 

representatives

• Nest failure due to increased human activity could be 

considered “take”

Compliance: Avian Laws and Regulations



• Service Reliability

– Minimize vegetation-caused outages

– Minimize interruptions of service to customers

– Improve SADI and SAFI (minimize outage duration and 

frequency)

• Fire Prevention

– Tree-caused outages can result in fire and damage to 

equipment

• Public Safety

– Danger from trees or branches falling on power lines

Reliability, Fire Prevention, and Public Safety



• Important for vegetation management to coordinate with 

avian program to minimize effects of activities on avian 

species, especially during the nesting season, or near 

federally/state- protected habitat

– Environmental checklist or project permitting

– Review scope, timing, and duration of work

– Review proposed equipment and proximity to nest/habitat

– Obtain any required permits

Vegetation Management and Avian Protection: 

Planning

Pacific Gas & Electric



• Often not possible for avian program/environmental 

department to review all vegetation management 

activities

– May be necessary to prioritize review of high risk locations

• Proactive planning in areas identified as potential habitat 

for sensitive or endangered species 

– Maintain compliance

– Maintain positive relationships with regulatory agencies

– Maintain positive public perception and customer support

Perform Risk Assessment

Rocky Mountain Power Florida Power & Light



• If vegetation management must be conducted 

during the nesting season:

– Ensure that crews are properly trained on company 

avian protection procedures

– Ensure that vegetation is checked for bird nests prior to 

trimming, removal, etc.

• Visual checks in trees and surrounding area 

• Check ground for concentrations of white-colored droppings

• Use agitated bird behavior as a clue

• May need to check power poles for nests

– Woodpeckers, flickers, osprey, etc.

During Nesting Season

Sharp-shinned hawk



• If an active nest is discovered in or near a tree requiring 

maintenance Assess Risk/Priority:

– Fire risk

– Risk to protected birds

– Agency requirements for vegetation management 

– Agency requirements for avian protection

Active Nest Protection

Great blue heron



• High risk/high priority → Contact Utility Forester, Environmental 

Department, USFWS, and other agencies for guidance

• Lower risk/low priority → Postpone activity until after nest has 

fledged and use sufficient buffer area to prevent nest failure

Active Nest Protection

© Mike Best, PG&E

© Jerry Liguori

American robinLong-eared owl



• Before management actions 

take place

– Review both the nest tree and 

the visual screening around the 

nest tree for:

• Protection from the elements

• Protection from avian 

predators

• Protection from human 

disturbance

Active Nest Protection



• Apply buffers to minimize effects on active nests

– Activities that cause a bird to abandon its nest, resulting in the loss 

of eggs or young, could result in a “take” violation

– Buffers will vary with species but must be sufficient to avoid or 

minimize risk of a “take” 

– Work with USFWS and other agencies to identify buffers 

appropriate to the species, type and duration of work, site-specific 

conditions, and applicable agency stipulations

Nest Buffers

© Jerry Liguori

© Jerry Liguori

Golden eagle Red-tailed hawk



• If vegetation management must be conducted during the nesting season:

– Implement appropriate buffers to maintain a minimum distance between vegetation 

management activities and active nests

– Use of biological monitors to verify that a nest is not disturbed by the activity, or alert 

vegetation management crews if nest disturbance is detected

– Plan the vegetation management to provide adequate protections to active nests

– Notify or consult with appropriate agency personnel

Minimizing Effects on Nesting Birds



Avian Protection Plans

Guidelines

Principles



• In 2005 the USFWS and APLIC 

released jointly-developed national 

Avian Protection Plan Guidelines

• Intended to help utilities manage 

avian/power line issues

• Voluntary

• Offer a “toolbox” of resources that 

utilities can use to create a specific 

program that meets their needs

• Includes 12 principles

• Available at www.aplic.org and 

www.fws.gov

What are the APP Guidelines?

http://www.aplic.org/
http://www.fws.gov/


• Each utility’s APP will be different based on risk, needs, scale, etc.

– APPs intended to guide a utility’s avian program

– Common themes to all APPs reduce bird mortality and improve service 

reliability

• APPs are not intended to be project-specific (e.g., each new line 

does not require an APP)

• “Living documents” – modified and refined over time to improve 

effectiveness

Utility APPs



1 .  Corporate Policy

– Statement that identifies 

commitments

– Endorsed by management

– Provides employees with 

guidance on expectations and 

accountability

APP Principles



2.  Training

– All appropriate personnel: managers, supervisors, line crews, engineering, 

dispatch, substations, vegetation management, etc.

– Training on reporting, procedures, avian-safe design, nest management, etc.

– APLIC-provided training: short courses, APP workshops, 2-hour course for 

APLIC-members

APP Principles



3.  Permit Compliance

– Identify required permits (state and federal) and measures for compliance

– Examples: nest relocation, temporary possession, depredation, salvage

APP Principles



4.  Construction Design Standards

– Avian-safe construction standards

• Designing new facilities

• Retrofitting existing

facilities

– Should meet or exceed 

APLIC recommendations 

(see 2006 Suggested 

Practices)

APP Principles

R o u g h - l e gged h a w k



5.  Nest Management

– Procedures and permits for addressing 

“problem” nests (those that pose safety, 

fire, or electrocution risks)

– Training for field personnel (line 

crews, tree trimming crews, 

substation operations) on 

addressing active (eggs or 

young present) versus inactive 

nests

APP Principles



6.  Avian Reporting System

– Reporting may be permit requirement

– Utilities may document bird mortalities, nests, outages, remedial actions

– USFWS online mortality reporting system for utilities

APP Principles



7.  Risk Assessment Methodology

– Identification of areas that pose greatest risk to migratory birds

– Factors to assess: bird populations, historical mortalities, nests, habitats, 

prey populations, structure designs, outages

APP Principles

Bald eagle Turkey vulture Ferruginous hawk



8.  Mortality Reduction Measures

– Can use risk assessment to identify areas to implement remedial actions

APP Principles



9.  Avian Enhancement Options

– Utility efforts to enhance populations and/or habitat

• Examples: Installation of nest platforms or boxes; cooperative efforts with agencies or 

organizations; habitat management

APP Principles

Great blue heron Kestrel boxes



10.  Quality Control

– Review and update practices to 

ensure efficiency and 

effectiveness

– Examples: 

• Effectiveness of retrofitting in 

reducing bird mortalities and 

associated outages

• Effectiveness of training in 

improving employee awareness, 

processes, and accountability

• Effectiveness of risk assessment in 

identifying high risk poles

APP Principles



11.  Public Awareness

– Educating public on avian/power line issues and utility efforts, successes

APP Principles



12.  Key Resources

– Internal and external resources

• Engineers, biologists, standards, procurement, field operations (distribution, transmission, 

and substations)

• State and federal agencies, universities, non-governmental organizations, consultants

• Joint Ventures (e.g. IWJV)

• APLIC, EEI, RUS, NRECA, CEC, EPRI, IEEE, AFWA/WAFWA

• Manufacturers of avian protection products

APP Principles



• Critical components to APP success

– Management support

– Agency involvement

– Engineering and biological expertise (internal or external)

– Funding

– Documentation

– Accountability and employee awareness

– Involvement and endorsement of affected groups within utility

APP Implementation



• Reduced bird mortality

• Improved service reliability

• Favorable public perception

• Positive working relationships with agencies

Benefits of an Implemented APP

Bald eagle Snowy owl


